Product Description

COOL™ Retractable Screen Doors offer homeowners a fresh approach to traditional screen doors. Like hinged screen doors, COOL allows fresh air to circulate into the home, but without all the banging and slamming and in-the-way hassles of a traditional hinged screen door. COOL’s full-view screen also fully retracts when not in use so it doesn’t get in the way.

Key Benefits

If you have 30 minutes, we have the solution.

• Installs in 30 minutes or less
• Adjusts to fit door widths of 32” to 36” without cutting metal
• Installs on all sill types – flush, short and long
• Adjusts easily to a left or right hand application
• One tool required – power screwdriver
• Only 5 components to assemble

Designed to last.

• Limited Lifetime warranty
• Powder coated aluminum housings and tracks
• All paints and resins include UV inhibitors
• Durable fiberglass screen mesh

COOL is smartly designed with ease of installation in mind. No metal cutting is required and only a power screwdriver is needed to install five components in only 30 minutes. COOL will install on all sill types and will adjust to fit door widths of 32 to 36 inches without cutting metal.

More gliding. Less slamming.

• Spring tension is 40% less than other screens
• Easy one-handed operation
• Mechanical latch and lock
• Smooth retraction speed with no banging
• Screen retracts all the way without assistance
• Ergonomically designed latch/lock handle

Durability has never been so beautiful.

• Screen retracts out-of-sight when not needed
• Face-mount installation creates pass-through space
• Housing design blends into brick mold
• 3 Colors available – White, Bronze and Sandstone (Slider white only)
• Subtle safety strips provide faint visual cues to help prevent walk-through
**DOOR TYPE** | HEIGHT | **COOL™ FRAME** | **FITS DOOR SIZES**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Single Door | Standard | 32" to 36" W x 81 3/8" H | 32" to 36" W x 80" H
Sliding Door | Standard | 32" to 36" W x 79" H | 32" to 36" W x 80" H
Double Door | Standard | 68" to 72" W x 81 3/8" H | 68" to 72" W x 80" H
Single Door | Tall | 32" to 36" W x 97 3/8" H | 32" to 36" W x 96" H
Single Door | Short | 32" to 36" W x 79" H | 32" to 36" W x 78" H
Double Door | Short | 68" to 72" W x 79" H | 68" to 72" W x 78" H
Double Door | Tall | 68" to 72" W x 97 3/8" H | 68" to 72" W x 96" H

**MATERIALS** — (all exposed materials and paint have UV inhibitors)
- Vertical Housings: Powder coated aluminum
- Handle Bars: Powder coated aluminum
- Tracks: Powder coated aluminum
- Plastic Components: Acetal
- Screen: Fiberglass

**SCREEN REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES**
- Standard Height
- Sliding and Short Height
- Tall height

**OPERATION**
- Installs on the face of the brick mold (door frame).
- Latch/Lock Handle with hook holds screen closed. Latch can be locked.

**COLORS**
- White
- Bronze
- Sandstone

**EXCLUSIONS**
- None
- Sliding Door Model

**MAINTENANCE**
- Vacuum tracks and add furniture polish as needed to improve retraction performance

**WARRANTY**
- Limited Lifetime Warranty – Does not include screen mesh

*All door types can be used in in-swing or out-swing installation applications.*

---

**EZ-Glide System**
Smooth and steady screen retraction and extension

**Screen**
Durable fiberglass screen, fully retracts when not in use

**Subtle Stripes**
Helps to prevent walk-through on bright sunny days, when screen can seem to disappear

**Latch/Lock Handle**
Secure and ergonomic one hand operation, and the latch can be locked

**Housing and Track**
Made of rust-proof aluminum for strength and beauty

**Quick-Snap Track**
Adjust to required length in seconds – no cutting required*
Instructions, hardware, and drill bit included

**Sill Plate**
Universal design for simple and secure fit the entire width of the opening

**Face Mount Installation**
Provides full air flow, unobstructed view, and pass-through space

---
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